Darwin and Dinosaurs

EYE SPY

Gallery Guide

As you go through these galleries use the pictures inside to guide you to amazing artifacts that tell the story of a time of discovery that changed the way we look at our world and its history. Travel back in time, travel across the sea to far away lands and explore the unlimited possibilities open to you today and beyond!

Be careful to respect the stanchions and Keep hands, feet and all body parts behind the ribbons, PLEASE!

There are actually two real fossils you are allowed and encouraged to touch!

Use the interactive touch screen monitors with care and explore topics of interest more deeply.

In the box below sketch and label (or describe in detail) the artifact that you found the most interesting in the exhibit or that you learned the most about today.

What did you learn about it?

Why do you find it so interesting?

Are you inspired by what you’ve seen today to become a...

Paleontologist? Geologist? Biologist? Artist?
Put a Check Mark ✓ in the magnifying glass next to the photo when your EYES have SPYED it!
Put a Check Mark ✓ in the magnifying glass next to the photo when your EYES have SPYED it!

**KEY to Locations**

- Newly discovered Ceratopsian “Ava” (Entrance - Back left foot)
- Septarian Nodule And “Lost Drawings” (New Geology Case)
- Ichthyosaur Paddle (Mary Anning Case)
- Megalosaurus Jaw (First Dinosaurs Case)
- Pachycephalosaurus Skull and Boney Spikes (Center of Gallery)
- Real Fossil of a Hadrosaur Tibia (Touch a Dinosaur Bone!)
- Quetzalcoatlus (Look UP!)
- Sympiesometer (Captain Fitzroy Case)
- Saddle-shaped Tortoise “Lonesome George” (Galapagos Islands Case)
- Electrotherapy Device (Darwin’s Life Case)
- 1st Edition *On The Origin of Species* (Natural Selection Case)
- H.M.S. Beagle Model of Cherokee Class 10 gun Brig (1st center case)
- DNA Model (Evolution Today Case)